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A B S T R A C T

Few studies have examined the differences in food choice motivations and eating disorders associated with different types of vegetarian diets (i.e., partial, strict, vegan), even though these diets are characterized by varying degrees of food selectivity. In addition, few studies have evaluated the quality of life of those following these diets, and none have assessed coping strategies in vegetarians. The objective of this study is, thus, to compare the factors influencing food choices, eating disorders, preferred coping strategies, and the quality of life of those following different vegetarian diets. The sample included 589 adults (83.4% female—mean age = 32 years), of whom 36% were omnivores, 23% were partial vegetarians, 19% were strict vegetarians, and 22% were vegans. Participants were recruited mainly through social networking and completed a self-administered questionnaire covering their sociodemographic characteristics, food choice motivations (FCQ), eating disorders (EAT-26), coping strategies (Brief COPE), and quality of life (WHOQOL-BREF). It was found that vegetarians and vegans are more motivated by ethics, health, and naturalness in their food choices, while omnivores are more motivated by familiarity and convenience. Concerning health indicators, omnivores have a higher risk of eating disorders and use potentially more dysfunctional coping strategies than vegans. Moreover, omnivores have poorer physical health than vegans. Vegans also appear to have better psychological functioning (e.g., less risk of eating disorders, better subjective physical health) than omnivores. These results underline the necessity to differentiate among vegetarians according to the continuum of dietary restrictions to deepen the understanding of the particularities of functioning and risk associated with these selective diets.
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Furthermore, numerous studies have shown that eating dysregulation and the pursuit of weight loss are associated with both a reduced ability to cope with stressful situations and the adoption of dysfunctional strategies [9,10]. Although weight loss motivation may be observed in partial vegetarians, coping strategies have never been evaluated in these individuals. Therefore, it is not possible to determine how vegetarians and vegans tend to react in a stressful situation and whether they turn to food to regulate their affects.

These abilities to cope with stressful situations, moreover, influence quality of life: active coping strategies (i.e., problem-solving, positive thinking) are generally positively associated with quality of life, while passive strategies (i.e., social support, some forms of avoidance) are positively correlated with psychological distress and negatively associated with quality of life [11,12]. Diet also influences quality of life: for example, people with eating disorders have a lower quality of life than those without eating disorders [13] and vegans have a better quality of life than partial vegetarians, strict vegetarians, and omnivores [14,15]. Katcher and colleagues (2010) [15] hypothesized that the degree of animal product restriction is positively and proportionally related to quality of life, but their study did not include omnivorous participants, so this hypothesis requires further confirmation.

Currently, few studies have distinguished between the different types of vegetarianism, and when they have, the distinction between the different diets has been too heterogeneous. Indeed, some have distinguished pesco-vegetarianism from vegetarianism (e.g., [15]), but little is known about the differences between the major diet categories (i.e., partial vegetarianism, strict vegetarianism, veganism). On the other hand, no studies have differentiated between partial vegetarians, strict vegetarians, and vegans by simultaneously assessing food choice motivation and the presence of a behavioral eating disorder, even though such an investigation would provide a better understanding of the reasons for food choice focused on weight control. Moreover, although some studies have assessed quality of life according to different vegetarian diets [14,15], this measure has not been linked to any other key psychological variable such as coping, ultimately providing little information on the observed differences. Therefore, our objective is to better identify and understand how individuals following a vegetarian diet differ by taking into account dietary selectivity. Therefore, food choice motivations and psychological dimensions such as eating disorder symptoms, coping strategies, and quality of life were compared across the vegetarian continuum by differentiating between vegan, strictly vegetarian, partially vegetarian, and omnivorous diets.

Method

Participants and procedure

Participants were recruited between February 2018 and March 2020 through calls for participation posted on social networks and directly from the investigators’ social network. To participate, individuals had to be at least 18 years old, fluent in French, on a clear diet, and, for women, not pregnant.

This study was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki [16]. Participants were informed of the study objectives, and informed consent was obtained from all participants before they accessed the online questionnaire hosted on LimeSurvey. Thus, all participants freely and voluntarily participated in this study.

Measures

Sociodemographic and dietary data

An ad-hoc questionnaire was developed to collect sociodemographic characteristics (i.e., gender, age, level of education, occupational activity) and height and weight to calculate the current, minimal, and maximum lifetime body mass index (BMI). Dietary data included the type of diet and the frequency of organic food consumption.

Food choice questionnaire (FCQ)

The FCQ [17] is a self-reported questionnaire assessing food choices. For this study, it was adapted into French following the standard procedure (translation/back translation by native speakers; [18]). The FCQ scale comprises 36 items grouped into nine factors: health, mood, convenience, sensory appeal, natural content, price, weight control, familiarity, and ethical concerns. However, the ethical concerns scale proposed in the FCQ do not fully represent the complexity of this factor [19]. As recommended, these items were replaced by those of the ethical concerns scale developed by Lindeman and Vaananen [20], which evaluates ecological welfare, political values, and religion. Thus, this study proposed using a revised version of the FCQ, resulting in a pool of 41 items.

To ensure the construct validity of the proposed French version of the FCQ, a nine-factor confirmatory factor analysis was conducted among 589 participants. To preserve the ordinal nature of the data, the diagonal weighted least squares estimation (WLSMV) was used with a polychoric correlation matrix. All items were positively saturated only in their theoretical factors, except for the items of religion which saturated negatively and were subsequently removed. The model adjustment was analyzed using the comparative fit index (CFI > .95), the root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA < .07), and the Tucker-Lewis index (TLI > .95; [21]). Thus, the final fit (without the items of religion) was acceptable: χ² (666) = 2330.54, p < .001. CFI = .96, RMSEA = .065 [.062-.068], TLI = .95, and WRMR = 1.66.

The French FCQ consists of 39 items rated on a four-point scale ranging from "not at all important" to "very important" assessing nine factors for food choices: health (α = .86), mood (α = .91), convenience (α = .88), sensory appeal (α = .84), natural content (α = .93), price (α = .90), weight control (α = .91), familiarity (α = .86) and ethical concerns (α = .95). A higher factor score reflects a tendency to choose foods based on the factor.

Eating attitudes test (EAT-26)

The EAT-26 ([22,23] for the French version) is a self-reported questionnaire assessing the risk of disordered eating attitudes and behaviors. This scale is composed of 26 items divided into three distinct subscales: dieting, bulimia and food preoccupation, and oral control. A four-point scale ranging from “always” to “never” was used. A total score greater or equal to 20 indicates an excessive preoccupation about weight and a risk for an eating disorder. Due to the poor reliabilities of the subscales in the present study (i.e., .78 for dieting, .64 for bulimia and food preoccupation, and .59 for oral control), only the total score was used (α = .88).

Brief coping orientation to problems experienced (brief COPE)

The Brief COPE ([12,24] for the French version) is a self-administered questionnaire that measures coping strategies adopted by an individual when facing stressful situations. According to Baumstarck et al.’s [11] factorial model validated among the French sample, this scale is composed of 28 items distributed in four factors: seeking social support, problem solving, avoidance, and positive thinking. A four-point scale ranging from "I haven't been doing this at all" to "I've been doing this a lot" was used. A higher factor score reflects a greater tendency to use the strategy. In our sample, the reliabilities were acceptable (.82 for seeking social support; .80 for problem solving; .74 for avoidance; .76 for positive thinking).

World health organization quality of life-BREF (WHOQOL-BREF)

The WHOQOL-BREF ([25] included French version) is a self-administered questionnaire developed by the World Health
Organization to assess quality of life. The questionnaire comprises 24 items assessing four different factors: physical health, psychological health, social, and environment. Each item was scored on a five-point scale ranging from “very dissatisfied” to “very satisfied”, “not at all” to “an extreme amount”, or “never” to “always” based on the questions. The scores obtained for each factor were then transformed linearly on a scale varying from 0 to 100 [26]. The higher the domain score, the better the quality of life. In this study, the reliabilities were .73 for physical health, .83 for psychological health, .65 for social relationships, and .77 for environment.

Statistical analysis

The statistical analysis was performed with Jamovi© (1.6.23.0 version) and R Studio© (1.2.5033 version) software. Food choice motivations and psychological variables (i.e., symptoms of disordered eating, coping strategies, and quality of life) were compared by diet (i.e., omnivore, partial vegetarian, strict vegetarian, and vegan). Chi-square tests were used for categorical data with an examination of the adjusted standardized residuals (an absolute value greater than 2 indicated a significant over- or under-representation) and of the effect sizes with the V of Cramer (interpretation according to the degrees of freedom: [27]). For continuous variables, an analysis of variance (one-way ANOVA) with Tukey’s pairwise comparisons tests were used. $\eta^2$ measurement was also used to calculate the effect sizes. Effect sizes were interpreted according to the reference thresholds defined by Cohen [28]: small ($\eta^2 = 0.01$), medium ($\eta^2 = 0.06$), and large ($\eta^2 = 0.14$) effects. All analyses were conducted after removing multivariate outliers ($n = 24$) using the Mahalanobis distance (N = 589).

Results

Sample description

Participants comprised 589 French speaking adults, including 83.4% female, with a mean age of 32 years (SD = 11.6 – from 18 to 71 years). Of the participants, 36% declared themselves to be omnivores, 23% partially vegetarian (i.e., flexitarians, semi-vegetarians, and pesco-vegetarians), 19% strictly vegetarian (i.e., lacto-vegetarians, ovo-vegetarians, and vegetarians), and 22% vegan.

Sociodemographic and BMI characteristics

The sociodemographic characteristics of participants according to their diet are presented in Table 1. Statistical analyses showed that males were underrepresented among partial vegetarians and that omnivores were less often unemployed than vegans. No significant differences were observed among the groups for age, marital status, and school.

ANOVA revealed a significant group effect for current BMI, with pairwise comparisons analyses indicating a trend toward a difference between the omnivore and vegan participants ($p = .053$). In addition, an ANOVA revealed a significant group effect for the lifetime lower BMI; however, pairwise comparisons did not reveal significant inter-group differences. The distribution of the BMI categories indicated that the vegans were underrepresented in the “obesity” BMI category (BMI ≥ 30), and the vegetarians were overrepresented in the “underweight” BMI category (BMI < 18.5). Regarding food consumption, vegans more frequently consumed more organic food, while omnivores less frequently consumed organic food.

Comparison of food choice motives and psychological dimensions according to diets

The descriptive statistics for the psychometric scales and the between-group comparisons are shown in Table 2. Regarding food choice motivations, partial vegetarians, strict vegetarians, and vegans had significantly higher scores than omnivores on the FCQ subscales for “ethical concern”, “health”, and “natural content”. Vegetarians and vegans were much more motivated to make ethical food choices than partial vegetarians ($p < .001$ for both comparisons). Conversely, omnivores had significantly higher scores on the FCQ “convenience” and “familiarity” subscales than the other groups, as well as significantly higher scores on the FCQ “mood” subscale than vegans ($p = .049$). Moreover, omnivores and partial vegetarians were more motivated to choose foods that were familiar to them than vegans ($p < .001$ and $p = .018$, respectively). Omnivores and partial vegetarians also had higher scores than strict vegetarians and vegans on the weight control subscale. No significant differences were observed for the “price” and “sensory appeal” FCQ subscales.

The omnivores scored significantly higher on the EAT-26 total-scale than the vegans ($p = .002$). Using the EAT-26 cut-off score, 13.8% of the sample was considered to be at risk for an eating disorder; specifically, 17.9% of the omnivores, 12.3% of the partial vegetarians, 14.3% of the strict vegetarians, and 7.9% of the vegans.

Concerning coping, vegans had higher scores than omnivores on the Brief COPE “problem solving” subscore ($p = .002$). By contrast, omnivores had significantly higher scores on the “seeking social support” subscale ($p = .020$) compared to vegans. No significant differences were observed for the “avoidance” and “positive thinking” subscales.

Regarding quality of life, vegans scored higher than omnivores on the WHOQOL-BREF “physical health” ($p = .044$) subscale, and conversely, omnivores scored significantly higher on “social relationships” subscore than partial vegetarians ($p = .048$). No significant differences were observed for “psychological health” and “environment” subscales.

Discussion

Vegetarians (i.e., partial and strict) and vegans are typically more motivated by ethics, health, and natural content in their food choices, while omnivores prefer familiar foods that are convenient to cook. Vegetarians and vegans’ interest in consuming ethical and healthy foods can be seen in their more frequent consumption of organic foods, which are deemed better for health and the planet [29]. These results are consistent with the literature demonstrating that ethical and health concerns are positively correlated with the natural content of foods [30]. Furthermore, these motivations seem to increase with the level of dietary restriction. For example, strict vegetarians and vegans report more ethical concerns than partial vegetarians. As the motivations to adopt a diet tend to change and become permanent over time [2], the ethical concerns of partial vegetarians could increase, causing them to transition to a stricter diet [31].

The results showed that vegan participants have better health indicators than omnivores; that is, they are less likely to suffer from eating disorders, have a lower average body mass index (BMI), have fewer mood-related eating behaviors, and have a better physical quality of life. This better physical health that vegans reported shows that having a vegan diet can be healthy, contradicting the belief that these diets lead to deficiencies [32] and the prejudices that omnivores have against vegetarian diets [33]. In addition, faced with a stressful situation, vegans are more likely to resort to problem-solving, considered an active strategy, while omnivores rely on seeking social support, a more passive strategy. The decreased use of social support among vegans could be linked to them having a smaller social group of peers or, more simply, their preferential use of other,
more efficient, coping strategies before resorting to the use of social support. Problem-solving, for example, may play a role in resolving the conflict between attitudes and behavior about animal-derived food consumption. Furthermore, adopting a vegan diet may be a strategy to eliminate cognitive dissonance [34] and promote a sense of inner harmony [35]. While differences in health indicators can be observed among individuals at the ends of the continuum, it is unclear whether radical changes in diet are also a strategy for dealing with bodily discomfort (both physical and psychological).

Partial vegetarians indicated more motivation to control their weight than strict vegetarians and vegans. Although our results indicated no difference in the risk of an eating disorder, it seems that partial vegetarianism may either hide an eating disorder or be a transition to a stricter form of vegetarianism [31]. Thus, in the present study, individuals who adopt this type of diet to control their weight may experience other difficulties, such as less satisfaction in social relationships, compared to omnivores. Considering that low social support is a risk factor for developing an eating disorder [36], further investigation is needed to explore whether the lower social relationship satisfaction of partial vegetarians may be associated with eating dysregulation.

The present results should be interpreted with caution due to some limitations. First, the participants were recruited from vegetarian and vegan social media groups to obtain a large sample. However, recruitment bias is likely in this approach since all participants were interested in food, as illustrated by membership in these food groups; additionally, some advocated vegetarianism. This method of recruitment seems also to have increased the participation of women, while age range was also important. In a future study, it will be necessary to distinguish the specificities of vegetarianism and veganism according to gender on the one hand and the age of individuals on the other. Secondly, flexitarian and semi-vegetarian participants were combined into the same group to produce groups with equivalent sizes and better statistical power. However, these two diets have specific differences [31] that may require considering them as distinct diets and food identities in future studies. Third, the prevalence of eating disorder risk obtained from the EAT-26 was high and raised questions since the subscales had poor construct validity, and it has been shown that the items poorly discriminated among individuals in some studies [37].

To overcome these limitations, it is, therefore, necessary to replicate this study by distinguishing even more finely among the different sub-types of vegetarianism (e.g., flexitarians, semi-vegetarians) to better understand their characteristics. Moreover, another eating disorder assessment questionnaire should be used as a diagnostic interview (e.g., the Mini International Neuropsychiatric Interview [38]) to more accurately estimate the prevalence of eating disorders in vegetarians in general. In addition, a cluster approach could highlight the individual specificities of vegetarians. This would also help to improve the understanding of the differences among vegetarians motivated by weight loss or with an eating disorder and those more focused on ethical and/or health concerns. Thus, primary
interventions could be developed and implemented to prevent eating disorders and more global health issues in this population.

Partial vegetarians are more motivated in their food choices by weight control compared to strict vegetarians and vegans. It is therefore important to be particularly attentive to the dietary restrictions of these individuals, as they could be part of an eating disorder (i.e., prodomic, compensatory behavior). It is therefore important for health professionals to be able to assess the motivations of individuals to follow a diet such as flexitarianism or semi-vegetarianism in order to identify possible eating difficulties. However, the reasons given by individuals for their dietary restrictions may sometimes be erroneous in order to mask the eating difficulties. Therefore, the assessment of motivations could be combined with BMI monitoring to document the level of restriction and provide early intervention for eating disorders.

**Conclusion**

This study is the first to compare food choice motivations, eating disorder symptoms, coping strategies, and quality of life in omnivores, partial vegetarians, strict vegetarians, and vegans. Food motivations distinguish vegetarians from omnivores, and eating disorder symptoms, coping, and physical health can differentiate vegetarians from omnivores. It is therefore, necessary to differentiate among the various types of vegetarianism in future studies to better understand how these individuals who have adopted a selective diet differ. In addition, it is important to be vigilant of omnivores and partial vegetarians who are motivated by weight loss in their food choices, as this can be associated with an eating disorder. Thus, it is necessary to recognize both the food identity and the underlying motivations of individuals to offer them suitable psychological support.
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